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Recently, River Information Systems that integrate a variety of riverine information have been
widely developed, driven by information technologies. The present study attempts to develop a
software called HydroConnector that dynamically integrates river-based numerical modeling or
post-processing with in situ data, based upon a data searching technique that uses a hydro web
service built on top of an ODM-based database, following a CUAHSI standard. It
fundamentally differs from the conventional direct access to the database for acquiring a given
period of a dataset. Such a hydro web service and ODM-based database were built by utilizing
existing real-time stream gaging data, and they are dynamically connected with an HPG model
that estimates the stage height for an ungaged site. As a result, the newly developed
HydroConnector is very intuitive for the user, due to the user-friendly GUI; it facilitates
modeling processes by automatically connecting remotely located data and a specific numerical
model, without further laborious data pre- and post-processing. In fact, the HPG model consists
of a pre-established diagram based on simulated outputs from one-dimensional river models,
such as HEC-RAS, operated for the possible flow conditions, and it is able to estimate the stage
height for an ungaged site, driven by the given downstream stage height and upstream flow
discharge. The HydroConnector incorporates both the web service and the HPG model, which
enables the making of dynamic data pre-processing adjusted for the numerical model, and
automatically operates the HPG model, to finally provide the targeted ungaged stage height.

Figure 1. A rresulted water surface elevaation at the unggaged site andd water surfacee profile up annd
down to the rreach boundarry from the HG
GP model embbedded in the HydroConnecctor
We applied HydroConneector to estim
mate water suurface elevatioon at an unggaged site annd
validated it bbased on obseerved gage heeight. Thoughh the performaance of the neewly developeed
HydroConneector highly deepends on the accuracy of HPG
H
model, auutomated proccess to estimatte
water surface elevation inn this study inndicates a greeat deal of prractical meaniing in the riveer
engineering driven by thhe recent advaances in the hydroinformaatics. Thereforre, it is highlly
expected thaat the developpment and avaailability of inntegrated moddels such as HydroConnecto
H
or
would becom
me more popuular due to thheir ability to search requirred informatioon and activelly
answer user’’s question baased on analyssis model buillt in them. Thhe developmenntal experiencce
throughout tthis case studyy with HydroConnector strrongly suggests that the staandardized weeb
service and common datta communicaation protocool provide very promising potentials foor
efficiently ennabling the hyydrologic and hydraulic com
mmunities to combine
c
data and simulatioon
models in dyynamic and reaal-time manneer to achieve ttheir processinng goals. Therrefore, it shoulld
be also notedd herein that, w
without even relying on thee specialized pplatform as likkely as OpenM
MI
or GIS, the web
w service aand WaterML techniques coould be easily customized ffor dynamicallly
linking numeerical model fo
for establishmeent of a state-oof-art hydrologgic process.
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